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The problem which follows is motivated by simulation results 
reported in the paper:

θi = heading
θi

s = speed
s

Vicsek et al. simulated a flock of n agents {particles} all moving in 
the plane at the same speed s, but with different headings θ1, θ2, ….θn

Each agent’s heading is updated using a local rule based on the average
of its own current heading plus the headings of its “neighbors.”

Vicsek’s simulations demonstrate that these nearest neighbor rules can 
cause all agents to eventually move in the same direction despite the 
absence of centralized coordination and despite the fact that each agent’s
set of  neighbors changes with time.

The aim of this talk is provide a theoretical explanation for this observed
behavior.
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r

All agents use circles with same radius

agent i

neighbors of
agent i

Can relax this.

θi = heading
θi

s = speed
s

Ni (t) = set of  indices of agents i’s “neighbors” at time t 

ni(t) = number of indices in Ni(t) 

HEADING UPDATE EQUATIONS

Average at time t of  headings  of neighbors of agent i with its 
own heading. 
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vertices 

edges 

no self-loops

no multiple edges

Gp = {V, Ep} - a simple graph with vertex set  V and edge set Ep

(i, j) ∈ Ep ⇔ agents i and j are neighbors in configuration p

P = index set of all possible neighbor configurations.

could be 
disconnected

V =  agent index set ={1, 2, …, n}

NEIGHBOR CONFIGURATIONS

For each  p ∈ P

adjacency matrix Ap = [aij(p)]n× n

aij(p) = 1    if i and j are neighbors    
aij(p) = 0    otherwise

Dp = diagonal {d1(p), d2(p), …., dn(p)}n× n di(p) = valence of vertex i

Matrix Representation of Gp = {V,  Ep }

valence = 2

valence = 4
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σ(t) = index in P of neighbor configuration at time t

Dp = diagonal {d1(p), d2(p), …., dn(p)}n× n di(p) = valence of vertex i

adjacency matrix Ap = [aij(p)]n× n

aij(p) = 1    if i and j are neighbors    
aij(p) = 0    otherwise

State Space Equation

Yes we have yet another switched linear system here!

For convergence of the  θi to a common steady state heading to occur along a 
particular trajectory, it  turns out to be sufficient that the  graphs Gp encountered 
along the way be connected. More precisely……………….

Let PC denote the set of   indices in P which are the indices of  the connected
graphs in {Gp: p ∈ P}. 

Quadratic Lyapunov Functions will not work here !

If along a particular trajectory, σ takes values only in PC , then  the θi
all converge   to a  common steady-state heading  θss whose value depends 
on σ and the initial values of the θi.  

THEOREM

Connectivity is not necessary for convergence to a common heading.
In fact one can construct convergent  trajectories  along which 
connected graphs are never encountered.

How does one go about proving this theorem?
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adjacency matrix Ap = [aij(p)]n× n

aij(p) = 1    if i and j are neighbors    
aij(p) = 0    otherwise

Dp = diagonal {d1(p), d2(p), …., dn(p)}n× n di(p) = valence of vertex i

1. non-negative  entries

2. row sums all = 1

3. positive diagonal entries

stochastic Fp1 = 1 1

A switched
linear system

adjacency matrix Ap = [aij(p)]n× n

aij(p) = 1    if i and j are neighbors    
aij(p) = 0    otherwise

Dp = diagonal {d1(p), d2(p), …., dn(p)}n× n di(p) = valence of vertex i

Gp connected  implies I + Ap primitive Gp connected  implies Fp primitive 

If ei is the ith unit column vector in Rn, then the row indices of the 
nonzero entries of (I+Ap)n-1ei are the vertices of Gp reachable from vertex i.

In a connected graph, every vertex is reachable from every other vertex.
So (I+Ap)n-1ei > 0;  that is, (I+Ap)n-1ei has all positive entries 

Since this must be true of every unit vector ei,  (I+Ap)n-1 > 0

Any non-negative matrix  Mn× n such that Mn-1> 0 is called primitive

More Properties of the FpSuppose p ∈ PC;        Gp is connected.
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adjacency matrix Ap = [aij(p)]n× n

aij(p) = 1    if i and j are neighbors    
aij(p) = 0    otherwise

Dp = diagonal {d1(p), d2(p), …., dn(p)}n× n di(p) = valence of vertex i

Suppose p ∈ PC ;        Gp is connected.

Gp connected  implies Fp primitive 

The eigenvalue of a primitive matrix Mn× n which is largest in magnitude, has
multiplicity one and  is the only eigenvalue possessing a positive eigenvector.

Since Fp1 = 1, this means that Fp must have one eigenvalue at 1 and all the rest
must be smaller in magnitude.

Therefore                     1c for some row vector c; i.e., Fp is ergodic

Gp connected  implies Fp ergodic

adjacency matrix Ap = [aij(p)]n× n

aij(p) = 1    if i and j are neighbors    
aij(p) = 0    otherwise

Dp = diagonal {d1(p), d2(p), …., dn(p)}n× n di(p) = valence of vertex i

Suppose p ∈ PC;        Gp is connected.

Gp connected  implies Fp ergodic

Wolfowitz [1963] Let   M1, M2, L, Mm be a finite set  of ergodic
matrices with the property that every finite product 
is also ergodic. Then every infinite product                        converges
to a rank one matrix of the form 1c for some row vector c.
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θss = cθ (0)

So by Wolfowitz’s Theorem, the product of the Fσ converges to 1c
for some row vector  c.     

If along a particular trajectory, σ takes values only in PC , then  the θi
all converge   to a  common steady-state heading  θss whose value depends 
on σ and the initial values of the θi.  

Gp connected  implies Fp ergodic

Wolfowitz [1963] Let   M1, M2, L, Mm be a finite set  of ergodic
matrices with the property that every finite product 
is also ergodic. Then every infinite product                        converges
to a rank one matrix of the form 1c for some row vector c.

Using the fact that all Fp,  p ∈ P, have positive diagonals, it can be shown 
that any finite length  product                                 will be ergodic provided
at least one Fp in the product is ergodic.

Why Not Use Quadratic Lyapunov Functions?

Fp1 = 11,          p ∈ P 1 = 

Suppose for some pos. def. P, that  Mp
0PMp – P pos. def. for all  p ∈ PC

If the  p ∈ PC, then the Gp are connected and the Mp are stable. 

= 1c        ⇔

No such P exists  for connected, 10 vertex   Gp with 9 or 10 edges!
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If along a particular trajectory, σ is a switching signal for which there exists 
a positive integer T  large enough so that σ takes at least one  value in PC
in each interval of length  T, then  the θi all converge   to a  common 
steady-state heading  θss whose value depends on σ and the initial values of the θi.  

Weaker Assumption on σ

Any finite length  product                                 is ergodic provided at least one Fp
in the product is ergodic….True because the Fp have positive diagonals.

So by Wolfowitz’s Theorem, the product of the Φ(kT,(k-1)T) converges to 1c for some
row vector  c.     

Therefore each block  Φ (kT,(k-1)T) ,  k ≥ 1,  is an ergodic matrix.

Φ(kT, (k-1)T) Φ(3T, 2T) Φ(2T, T) Φ(T, 0)

If along a particular trajectory, σ is a switching signal for which there exists 
a positive integer T  large enough so that σ takes at least one  value in PC
in each interval of length  T, then  the θi all converge   to a  common 
steady-state heading  θss whose value depends on σ and the initial values of the θi.  

Weaker Assumption on σ

kt = largest value of k such that kT· t

bounded function of t goes to 0 as t → ∞

θss = cθ (0)
θ → 1θss
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By the union of a collection  of  simple graphs 

with the same vertex set V, is meant the graph whose  vertex set  is V and 
whose edge set is the union of the edge sets of all the graphs in the collection.

Call such a collection jointly connected if the collection’s union is a
connected graph.

Lemma:  If is  jointly connected, then 

is ergodic

Generalization

If along a particular trajectory, σ is a switching signal for which there exists a positive 
integer T  large enough so that the collection of graphs encountered on each successive
interval of length T  is jointly connected, then  the θi all converge to a common 
steady-state heading  θss whose value depends on σ and the initial values of the θi.  

Still Weaker Assumption on σ

So by Wolfowitz’s Theorem, the product of the Φ(kT,(k-1)T) converges to 1c for some
row vector  c.     

Therefore each block  Φ (kT,(k-1)T) ,  k ≥ 1,  is an ergodic matrix.

Φ(kT, (k-1)T) Φ(3T, 2T) Φ(2T, T) Φ(T, 0)

jointly connected implies
ergodic
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Suppose that along a particular trajectory, σ is a switching signal 
for which there exists an infinite sequence of contiguous, non-
empty, bounded time intervals [tj, tj+1), j ≥ 0, starting at t0 = 0, with 
the property that on each such interval, 

is a jointly connected collection. Then  the θi all converge to a 
common steady-state heading  θss whose value depends on σ
and the initial values of the θi.  

Result

Lpθ = 0  means each agents heading is the average of its neighbors

SIMPLIFICATION
Can re-write Vicsek’s heading update equations

as

In state-space form

Lp = Dp – Ap,   p ∈ P

Dp = diagonal valence matrix                Ap = adjacency matrix

Laplacian of Gp

Replace
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Lp = Dp – Ap,   p ∈ P Laplacian of Gp

1. Using definitions of Dp, Ap and of suitably defined incidence
matrix Bp of Gp can show that Lp=BpBp

0

2. From definition of Lp, it follows that  Lp1 =0.

3.   Multiplicity of eigenvalue 0 of Lp equals number of connected
components of Gp.

Thus uniform heading is achieved asymptotically along any
trajectory on which σ takes values only in PC.   

For each p ∈ PC, the singular values of  (1 + d)-1Lp
are all strict smaller than the largest  {which is 1} if  d ≥ n.

4.   For p ∈ PC, all  eigenvalues of Lp are less than or equal to n

LEADER FOLLOWING

Now suppose a group consisting of n of Vicsek’s agents plus one additional agent
labeled 0 which acts as the group’s leader.  

Ni (t) = set of  indices of agents i’s neighbors at time t 

ni(t) = number of indices in Ni(t) 

bi(t) = 1 if the leader is in agent i’s neighborhood,  and = 0 otherwise

θ0 = heading of agent 0 = constant
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LEADER FOLLOWING

G*
p = graph on n + 1 vertices for neighbor relationship p ∈ P*

P* = index set of all possible neighbor configurations on n +1 agents.

Gp = subgraph of G*
p obtained by deleting vertex 0 and all edges incident on vertex 0.

σ(t) = index in P* of neighbor configuration at time t

1

Bp = diag. matrix whose ith diag. element = 1 if agent 0 is a neighbor of agent i and
0 otherwise, p ∈ P*.

LEADER FOLLOWING

G*
p = graph on n + 1 vertices for neighbor relationship p ∈ P*

P* = index set of all possible neighbor configurations on n +1 agents.

Gp = subgraph of G*
p obtained by deleting vertex 0 and all edges incident on vertex 0.

1

If along a particular trajectory, σ is a switching signal for which there exists 
a positive integer T  large enough so that σ takes at least one  value in P*

C
in each interval of length  T, then  the θi all converge   to θ0 .  

THEOREM

Let P*
C denote the set of   indices in P* which are the indices of  the connected

graphs in {G*
p:  p ∈ P*}. 
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Leader Following in Continuous Time

t ∈ [ tik, tik + τD)

τD =  dwell time

Can also allow agents to use different dwell times provided they are rationally related.

Leader Following in Continuous Time

t ∈ [ tik, tik + τD)

τD =  dwell time

For p ∈ P*:
Lp = Laplacian of Gp
Dp = diag. matrix of valences of  Gp
Bp = diag. matrix of  1’s and 0’s with  bii = 1 iff (i,0) is edge of G*

p

σ :[0, ∞) → P* = piecewise constant with dwell time τD
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Leader Following in Continuous Time

For p ∈ P*:
Lp = Laplacian of Gp
Dp = diag. matrix of valences of  Gp
Bp = diag. matrix of  1’s and 0’s with  bii = 1 iff (i,1) is edge of G*

p

σ :[0, ∞) → P* = piecewise constant with dwell time τD

Suppose that along along a particular trajectory, σ is a switching signal whose 
switching times t1, t2, … satisfy ti+1 – ti≥ τD,  i≥ 1. If in addition   there is an infinite
subsequence of switching times at which σ’s value is in P*

C,  then  the θi all 
converge   to θ0 .  

THEOREM

· The theorem holds for any positive dwell time.

· The constraints on σ are significantly weaker than those imposed for the 
discrete-time case.

Leader Following in Continuous Time

For p ∈ P*:
Lp = Laplacian of Gp
Dp = diag. matrix of valences of  Gp
Bp = diag. matrix of  1’s and 0’s with  bii = 1 iff (i,1) is edge of G*

p

σ :[0, ∞) → P* = piecewise constant with dwell time τD

Lemma: For all t > 0,

where ||·|| denotes the induced matrix infinity norm.

Uniform bound:
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Observations

New data structures, models, etc.are needed to represent  large groups
of  mobile autonomous agents at various degrees of granularity, for 
purposes of simulations, management, analysis and control. 

Such representations will exploit tools from both graph theory and
from the theory of dynamical systems

At least initially, individual agent descriptions using simple
kinematic and dynamic models will suffice. 

System complexity will stem more from the number of agent  models
being studied than from  the detailed properties  of the individual
agent models.

New concepts of robustness, stability, etc. are needed to understand
such systems – to address issues such as cascade failure, security,
reliability, coordination, etc.


